
Such Teeth 

My daughter @oKate22 is not yet old enough to realize she lives in a science fiction 

universe. She still thinks the world is new, built by her to revolve around her. Youth is wasted on 

the young. I’m old enough to see the signs, to recognize the structures, the clichés, the tropes. 

For instance, right now I’m sitting in some stuffy, dusky club breathing a haze of 

synthetic tobacco smoke. Freaks sit at the tables around me. Two gorillas. Five aliens. A pirate. 

Three lions. A few superheroes & villains. & a slew of gangsters with slicked-back hair & gray 

zoot suits. All these beings wear the ShiftShape band around their wrists—the latest tech fad that 

allows folks to dress up in digital costumes. I’m the only fuddy-duddy in the joint not pretending 

to be something else. There’s your typical sci-fi alienation. Plus, my language—my sentences 

tend to stay under 140 characters. Short & sweet. Used to fast-paced life. I was part of the first 

generation to grow up with Twitter—tech effects society, classic sci-fi theme. 

The club stage is Copacabana 2.0—a glossy black floor with white curtains behind that 

reflect pink-hued lights, the color of a Texas sunset. I’m sitting next to @YoHoPirate_Smitty, 

my partner-in-crime for the night. She doesn’t seem haunted at all by the cunning corruption we 

just pulled-off. Instead she’s sipping her cocktail, bored, waiting on Sinatra, who’s the final act. 

“I don’t care if the ShiftShape made those cheekbones,” she informed me before the show. “I got 

to hit that.” 

She wears the band on her wrist like all the others. @YoHoPirate_Smitty’s a bawdy girl 

in love with herself—so she doesn’t cover up, wear a mask, become an animal. No, ma’am. She 

makes more of herself. The ShiftShape has widened & stretched her body so it looks like she 

weighs easily 500 lbs. Her arm fat jiggles as she stirs her cocktail. Her quadruple chins multiply 
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as she yawns. Sometimes the digital costume blinks, the pixels shattering for a fraction of a sec, 

you can see the pale woman with the twitchy lips that @YoHoPirate_Smitty really is. Then the 

illusion leaps back. The tech’s still got a few bugs, I guess. 

Bobby Darin walks onstage, thin in a black tux. There’s some cheers, & he can’t help but 

glance audience-way & give a cute little grin. He holds a silver microphone & stands in the 

middle of the stage, whipping the microphone cord around until it’s out of his way & he’s 

comfortable. He nods his head at the applause, then holds out his hand & the freaks fall silent. 

“Now, I’m gonna start off with a song for tender, loving nights such as this. Picture a 

fella with his gal, & they’re walking along in the moonlight, & the glow of the stars above gets 

the boy all inspired to tell his girl how he truly feels about her.” Bobby’s eyes gleam 

mischievous, but his face is deadly serious, his voice low & gentle, leading his listeners along. It 

amazes me how the ShiftShape can even get the voice right. 

“Well,” says Bobby, “the boy leans over to the girl & whispers in her ear…” Bobby grins 

wide, then launches into “Splish-Splash.” The crowd goes wild, the aliens in particular—who are 

your st&ard green men with little scaly bodies & big black eyes. 

@oKate22 doesn’t know how to tell a story, so maybe that’s why she can’t see the sci-fi 

thing yet. Yesterday I asked her why she decided to ShiftShape into a giant pink kitten, & she 

only shrugged & said, “They’re soft,” in a purring voice, stroking her whiskers with her paw. I 

haven’t seen her actual face in days, since my husband made her knock the ShiftShape thing off 

while we went to church.  
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Even with Bobby’s upbeat pop song blasting around me, the table shaking as 

@YoHoPirate_Smitty taps her foot with the beat, the thought of my husband & @oKate22 

makes me queasy, after tonight. 

@oKate22 is home right now, trying on ShiftShape costumes in front of her bedroom 

mirror. A tiger. A ninja. Cinderella. She thinks she’s ugly. When she looks at her real face all she 

sees is gawky nose & greasy forehead. 

Oblivious teen. 

Oblivious until the day she opens her mother’s deep dark closet & a crap-load of 

skeletons falls out. What I did tonight wasn’t right, wasn’t justice, not by the law anyway. It was 

selfish justice—not the kind of thing @oKate22 expects her by-the-book cop mother to ever 

dream of doing. I hope she doesn’t open that closet. I hope she doesn’t find out, not yet anyway. 

I hope she doesn’t pick up this story before she’s old enough to understand. If she understood, 

she’d know her mother did whatever it took to prove that a woman can be strong in this world & 

do what she has to do. What happened wasn’t right but wasn’t wrong either. 

All I did was tell a story. & since I’m just a character in a sci-fi world, what does it matter 

if what I told wasn’t “true?” What does it matter if an “innocent” man (who is also just a 

character) got framed for murder? So what I did isn’t all that wrong in the grand scheme of 

things. If it happened, it must be what the author had in mind. 

Bobby wiggles & shuffles his shiny black shoes on the ground, rockin’ & a rollin’, the 

curtains behind him rising to reveal a swinging band. The band members wear uniform tuxes & 

have ShiftShaped into identical white, brown-haired men. 

I’m old enough now to know that everything’s old. Insecure teens & ShiftShape included. 
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The Mowgli, too. 

Maybe that’s why I can tell a story—I recognize it’s all been done before so I let myself 

just go with the flow. Show how future-y the future’s supposed to be. Throw in some technology 

& philosophy. Stir. Of course, I can tango with other forms, too. Using the Mowgli, I told a 

pretty convincing crime fiction, if I do say so myself. & right now I’m spinning some internal 

monologue. That’s the greatest part of being fictional—you can be anything you want to be—do 

whatever you want to do—if you embrace it. 

& let’s just say that mayoral candidate frontrunner @David_Bronson better embrace his 

fictionality fast, or else he’s gonna be tagged a murderer. The story the Mowgli now tells, thanks 

to my crafting & @YoHoPirate_Smitty’s hacking, doesn’t paint an abstract. All the lines are 

well defined & believe me they got crossed. The Mowgli is Google’s newish search engine, 

more powerful & all encompassing than ever before. It’s for more real-life things—When will I 

die? Does he love me? Where’d I leave my keys? Cops aren’t technically supposed to use it to 

help with cases, but it’s so tempting when in a few clacks on keys a month’s worth of work can 

be reduced to hours. You won’t get hard evidence. Nothing judge-worthy. But it will tell you 

which trees to start barking up. Or that’s the idea anyway—but cops are cautioned not to use 

it—it can be hacked fairly easily. Huh, you don’t say. Anyway, it was pretty smooth for me to 

find someone lazy enough, get him assigned to the murder case—get him to use the Mowgli & 

start barking up the trees I wanted him to bark up. 

The victim—Michelle Sterritt, big-shot CEO. Killed by some druggie desperate for 

credit, stole her cards. Too random to be good fiction. 
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Tonight @YoHoPirate_Smitty made it where when Mr. Lazy Cop searches, “who killed 

Michelle Sterritt,” the links that pop up will tell my very non-random crime story. A hotel 

hallway security monitor showing Sterritt going into a room & then Bronson, who later leaves 

wiping lipstick from his face. Texts between Sterritt & Bronson—some playful, flirty, more 

recent ones sinister—him aggressive—threatening. Then pictures of a supermarket. A security 

camera showing Bronson checking out, buying the hunting knife that killed Sterritt. 

Case closed. 

I’m not the first person to frame somebody. & @oKate22’s not the first teenager to want 

to be someone else. She’s standing in front of her mirror still, her skin glittery bronze, her eyes 

turned blue & elongated, a rainbow halo around her head. 

Bobby sings about forgetting about the bath. Of course, he’s got the ShiftShape band on 

his wrist—you can only see it when he snaps with the music & his sleeve inches down a little, 

showing more skin. The pixels blink. For a hiccup there’s a stocky black girl & then the pixels 

blink back together & Bobby’s returned. 

I rub my bum leg, the ridged, shrunken, twisted tissue aching from the long day made 

longer by me agreeing to go to this show with @YoHoPirate_Smitty. That leg’s why I don’t fall 

prey to the ShiftShape phenomenon. I could dress up like whatever I wanted—Lady Gaga, 

Michael Jackson, Angelina Jolie in the Tomb Raider—& I’d still have my lopsided limp, 

dragging my withered leg behind me. I guess I could pull off a zombie, if I wanted to. I have that 

kind of shuffle, my leg corpse-like, dead weight, scraping along the ground. 

& here comes the sci-fi story philosophy—the big moral of the story in bright blinking 

lights. No matter how far you get into the future, no matter how far technology advances, people 
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will still be people & the world will still be the world. There will be corruption, sure. A fair share 

of selfishness. Folks with limps. Freaks trying to hide themselves. Teenaged girls thinking 

they’re ugly & not thinking about anything else. Mothers & daughters. Mothers telling 

themselves their daughter will underst& when she gets grown. & quality entertainment—singers 

talking about the moonlight & snapping their fingers to stupid pop songs as the audience nods 

their heads & taps their feet to the beat, not thinking, not thinking. Nothing changes. 

“Never had a gimp before,” @David_Bronson said. 

We were in college, sitting on a couch in the common area of a dorm room, Netflix 

paused on the computer in front of us. He dated my roommate. She’d gone downstairs to pick up 

the pizza we’d ordered. Bronson’s cheeks were cut so sharp I could see the line of his teeth, & 

when he grinned his mouth flashed tundra white. He growled laughter. “What, somebody back 

over you with a steamroller?” 

“I was born with it,” I said. He tried to touch my leg, the heat of his fingertips bleeding 

through my jeans, & I slid to the other end of the couch. 

He pouted & when pouting didn’t work he huffed. “You gimps always take stuff 

personal. You should feel lucky that I’m even interested. But, hey, I’m a nice guy & I got a thing 

for damaged goods.” His teeth flashed. 

Yeah, no matter how sci-fi this sci-fi story I’m in becomes—how far into the future I 

stretch—I can’t escape the past, what happened to me & who I am. Maybe Bronson’s different 

now than he was back in college, but whatever’s old inside of me doesn’t want to find out. Just 

wants that selfish justice & then to be done with it. I can’t let him be mayor. Fictional or not, my 

world isn’t going to reward that creep with success & power. @oKate22 would understand that, 
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if she knew the whole story, if she read this—my telling, my sci-fi story.  Of course in 

twenty-one paragraphs my telling ends. The only one who’ll still be swinging is Bobby 

Darin—& he’s a fake—an illusion trapped in music files & blurry online videos. So he’s not 

going to help @oKate22 understand anything. 

It’s important that I’m telling this story. This is the kind of story that is easy to get 

misconstrued, cast me in a bad light. Not saying that I’m perfect, but I have my reasons for doing 

what I did. 

What kind of story would @oKate22 tell if she told one from her handy first person 

POV? She’s not in front of her mirror anymore. She’s gone out back, to the pool. Turned on the 

pool lights so the water is murky greenish, & she’s lighting all the tiki torches one by one, 

changing their flame color to highlighter orange. She’s not ShiftShaped into anything. Shadows 

drape in the curves of her face, her baby fat cheeks glowing & the flames dancing in her eyes. 

She’s got something planned. Inside her head maybe she’s narrating her own grand adventure, a 

fairy tale of an oppressed princess held captive by evil parents & lousy circumstance, but one 

day—once upon a time—Prince Charming (a life passion, whether that be a significant other, a 

calling, or a profession) will come on a white steed & cue happily ever after. No more going to 

sleep staring at the same pink Hello Kitty nightlight. No more math classes & junior high drama. 

No more mom trying to get you to talk about your boring same-old-same-old humdrum day. 

Bobby’s song ends & the crowd cheers. Bobby waves & leaves the stage, which is 

suddenly shrunken & drab without his presence, the band members tinkering with their 

instruments & getting ready for the next number. “Damn he’s a gas, ain’t he, Millie?” says 

@YoHoPirate_Smitty, clapping me on the back. I don’t say anything. In eighteen paragraphs this 
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story is gonna end. If I wait it out maybe I won’t have to say anything else. 

@YoHoPirate_Smitty registers my icy expression. “You did what you had to do,” she says, 

nodding, swirling her cocktail, the olive going around & around & around. 

I sigh. “All these lounge singers sing the same old songs,” I say. “Everybody knows 

Darin’s gonna sing ‘Mack the Knife.’ & when Sinatra comes out he’s gonna sing some crooning 

standard that’s been sung the same way a thousand times before.” 

@YoHoPirate_Smitty smiles wide. Crooked teeth, some missing. Her eyes full of joy. 

“But they haven’t been sung right now, Millie. & they make me feel so good!” 

Fifteen paragraphs. The thing about writing a story of any kind is that it’s supposed to 

have insight, some ah-ha moment that brings about change. Well I’m running out of time for 

insight. When there’s nothing new to say there’s nothing new to say. Maybe if I went farther. 

Maybe if I got on a spaceship & flew to other galaxies, saw other planets, met real aliens, 

separated from Bronson & @YoHoPirate_Smitty & my husband & @oKate22 by millions of 

light-years & a whole lot of black nothingness—maybe then I’d be able to come up with 

something. 

But I’m just a character. Isn’t the author supposed to supply the insight? 

If I had until after the show I could go to the Mowgli & look up how to end this story, my 

story, gracefully, correctly, in a way that doesn’t leave @oKate22 behind & also doesn’t take her 

with me. Let her carry out her fantasy that the world is her world, not some science fiction 

destined to wrap up in under 4,000 words. That she can be who she wants to be & the world can 

be what she wants it to be. No empty blank white at the end. No confronting reality. No ending 

except “happily ever after.” 
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Yeah this is all a fiction—I’m a fictional narrator. Bronson’s a fictional mayoral 

candidate about to be an even more fictional murderer. Bobby’s a legend reincarnated by a 

fictional imposter. So none of this matters, I keep telling myself. All of what I’ve done, seen, 

dreamed, hoped for is from the mind of some author gone AWOL out there screwing with my 

mind, letting me ramble on without giving me some direction. Of course, she’s probably more 

than a little peeved that I figured out the sci-fi thing. 

A funny, familiar tiptoeing beat starts up from the bass. The band shifts, readies. 

But what about @oKate22? When in ten paragraphs my telling ends she’s going to be left 

with nothing but empty space beneath hollow text. She’s not really here with me, not really in 

this story—I just keep picturing her out there, trying to rein her in while she changes & shifts & 

forever becomes something new. 

The thought makes me feel queasy again. 

“@YoHoPirate_Smitty,” I say, “let’s engage in some dialogue so I don’t have to think.” 

@YoHoPirate_Smitty digs her chubby, dirty fingers into her cocktail, fishing out her 

olive. She pops it in her mouth. “Think about what?” Her stretched-to-capacity sequined purple 

dress sparkles with light from the stage. 

I blink & shake my head. There’s a lot in a story you can get around as a an unreliable 

narrator—but you can’t escape that the story is going to end & your old way of thinking is going 

to end with it. “What we did today was wrong, @YoHoPirate_Smitty,” I say. My words hover 

there between us in the smoke & heat & dimness as the band keeps trotting out that ellipsis-like 

beat. “It doesn’t matter if we get away with it. It doesn’t matter what Bronson did to me.” It 

doesn’t matter if I’m fictional, if my world’s fictional—it matters that my existence will forever 
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be defined by this story, my story, about framing a man for a murder he didn’t commit. 

@YoHoPirate_Smitty watches me, her eyebrows knit together, concerned. “Do you believe an 

individual person has the power to change the world?” 

“Sure, Millie. But that’s why it was so important to stop Bronson.” 

I shake my head again. “No. I had the opportunity to do something different with the time 

I was given. To not succumb to hatred, bitterness, corruption like so many...” The band plays on. 

“To change this world. My world. & I didn’t do it.” 

@oKate22. She doesn’t know about being in this science fiction story because she’s not 

in this science fiction story. She doesn’t have to follow structures & tropes or philosophize. She 

can just imagine. She can just live. & when I stop rambling she’s going to have to figure things 

out for herself. Right now, at my house, my husband is hollering at her from the back porch to 

come inside, it’s a school night. She’s in the pool, ShiftShape on her wrist, & is a mermaid with 

a teal, muscular tail & fin. The radio plays a remix of “Moon River.” She ignores her father. 

@oKate22 swimming in circles around the swimming pool, listening to a “Moon River” 

remix. She’s on her back, her blond hair fanned around her face, the water glowing cloudy & 

greenish-blue, the scales of her tail reflecting like the billions of stars in the sky above her. 

Bobby Darin walks onstage, carrying his silver microphone. The freaks cheer. Bobby 

smiles at their applause, his face suddenly filled with delight as he launches into his next number, 

“Mack the Knife,” about the shark & its teeth. 

 


